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TM

HIGH DEFINITION SPORTS TRACKING DEVICE 

CBX20



www.crossboxapp.com

In-depth moto analytics are the key to fast 
improvement of your riding skills. Meet the 
CBX20, the most accurate sports tracking 
device specifically designed to analyze riding 
performance of motocross athletes. Packing 
the latest technology by Ublox®, CBX20 logs 
your lap and section times, riding paths, braking 
and acceleration points, your heart rate and 
more.



Record your laps on every outdoor track 
worldwide and analyze the results within the 
Crossbox smartphone app. 






CBX20 is compatible with Apple iOS and Android 
devices. Learn more about all supported 
smartphones and heart rate sensors at:  




YOUR
MOTOCROSS
RIDING COACH
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PRECISION

01

CBX20 is the most accurate sports tracking device available. 
Positions are measured by GPS, Glonass, Galileo and Beidou 

satellites, at 20 times per second with an accuracy of 0.05 
seconds. You won’t find a training device that is superior, 

guaranteed.
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Crossbox uses an ultra-strong velcro technology to 
mount the CBX20 on the top of any helmet. The helmet is 
the optimal position, which allows a clear view to the sky 
for best performance. Additionally, the body safes the 
device’s sensitive sensors from hard vibrations and 
impacts.  





Some race series outlaw the modification of the helmet, 
which includes devices like Crossbox. Use the Crossbox 
bike-mount velcro on your bike to fix the device on the 
front fender at race events.  

Be aware that the high vibrations of the bike and the hard 
impacts reduce the life-time of your product. Some features, 
like the jump analytics, only work if mounted on the helmet. 
The 1 year-warranty will not cover damages caused by bike 
mounts. 

HELMET MOUNT
RECOMMENDED

BIKE MOUNT
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02

FEATURES

Analyzing your laps has never been easier. Place 

your own start & section gates within the app and 

view all your times with an accuracy of 0.05 

seconds!

The Lap X is the sum of all your best sections in one 

session. Find out which lap time would be possible if 

you had a perfect lap!

LAPS AND SECTION TIMES

LAP X
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02

FEATURES

6D motion sensors record your acceleration and 

braking activities 100 times per second. Start 

working on smooth acceleration and master the art 

of braking at every corner you ride and witness your 

lap times drop from session to session!

Please note: CBX20 doesn’t include a heart rate 

chest strap. 

Combining your heart rate with your lap times is 

crucial for finding out which technique is the most 

efficient way to ride! CBX20 is compatible with all  

major bluetooth heart rate chest straps (like Garmin 

HRM Dual, watches are not compatible). 


ACCELERATION / BRAKING

HEART RATE
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02

FEATURES

With Crossbox, you will find the fastest jump 

combinations. Not only is this information 

fundamental for professional Supercross but also 

for every Motocross track with different jumping 

options!

Crossbox detects every start scenario you do on the 

track and visualizes times to 5m, 10m, 20m, 40m. 

Work on your start technique and have instant 

verification if it just feels faster or it really is!

JUMP DISTANCE

RACE STARTS
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02

FEATURES

Crossbox is the #1 platform for social racing. Every 

track, no matter if created by you or others, has a 

leaderboard generated by the best lap times of 

every track user. Crossbox lets you select and 

overlay any lap of other track users with yours. View 

a lap playback and see where others are beating 

you!

You completed a personal new best lap but have no 

clue why it was faster? Crossbox lets you overlay 

any two laps, even your Lap X or laps from friends, 

and play a real time lap playback to determine 

where you win or lose time on the track.

LAP COMPARISON

TRACK LEADERBOARDS



CROSSBOX CBX20 CROSSBOX APP

€229,- €29,99

HARDWARE SOFTWARE

MSRP

INCLUDING 20% TAX


EXCLUDING SHIPPING

Payable as 
Apple/Google 
In-App-Purchase.



Other subscription 
plans: 

€7,99/Month 
€3,49/Day

APP SUBSCRIPTION 
REQUIRED TO USE 
THE PRODUCT.



PER 6 Months
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www.crossboxapp.com
Further information available at 
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